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Modeling of the plasma jet of a stationary plasma thruster
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We have developed a two-dimensional hybrid fluid – particle-in-cell Monte Carlo collisions~PIC-
MCC! model to study the plume of a stationary plasma thruster. The model is based on a fluid
description of the electrons~the electron density follows a Boltzmann distribution! and a particle
description of the ion and neutral transport. Collisions between heavy species are taken into account
with a Monte Carlo method. The electric field is obtained from Poisson’s equation or from the
quasineutrality assumption. We first show that the results from the PIC-MCC model are close to the
results of a more time-consuming direct simulation Monte Carlo approach. We then compare the
model predictions of the plume density and ion energy distribution with experimental
measurements. Finally, we present a brief discussion on the assumptions of the model and on its
ability to give reliable predictions on important issues such as the flux of ions backscattered to the
satellite. © 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1480480#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In stationary plasma thrusters~SPT!, or Hall thrusters, a
plasma is created in a channel between two concentric
electric cylinders. Xenon is injected at the anode, at one
of the channel, and is ionized by electrons injected at
other hand of the channel~exhaust!. The cathode is located
outside the channel, next to the exhaust plane. A system
coils and a magnetic circuit generate a large radial magn
field in the exhaust region. The electron conductivity is lo
in the exhaust region because of the large magnetic fi
perpendicular to the cathode-anode path. Consequently
axial electric field increases to maintain current continu
and accelerates the ions outside the channel. The Xe1 ions
are collisionless in the thruster and their mean energy at
exhaust is close to the applied voltage~on the order of 250
eV!. The ion jet is neutralized by electrons coming from t
cathode. Hall thrusters are well suited for geostationary
ellite station keeping1 and seem very attractive and compe
tive when combined with chemical thrusters2,3 for orbit
transfer mission. Engines are being studied for operatio
various power and thrust levels~larger specific impulse for
station-keeping mission and larger thrust for orbit transfe!.4

In parallel to the experimental5 and modeling6 research
effort toward a better understanding and optimization of
thruster, work is also necessary to characterize the
plume. The plume consists of heavy particles ejected fr
the thruster which can interact with the spacecraft. Effe
like mechanical interaction of the plume with solar arra
sputtering of solar arrays due to energetic ions, and conta
nation due to erosion products~from solar cells or thruste
walls! can strongly affect the operation of the satellite a
reduce its lifetime.

In this article, we do not deal with the modeling of th
thruster channel itself. The aim of this article is the develo

a!Electronic mail: garrigues@cpat.ups-tlse.fr
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ment of a fast and reliable two-dimensional~2D! model of
the plasma jet in order to study the plasma plume and
interaction with the satellite due to backscattered ions. T
ion distribution at exhaust is an input parameter of the plu
model. The influence of this distribution on the plume pro
erties~plasma density, beam divergence! is discussed in this
article. A complete model including the thruster channel a
the plasma jet is under development and will be presente
a future paper. The present article is associated with
launch of an experimental satellite STENTOR by CNES
2002 with a diagnostic package on board.7 In-orbit experi-
ments will characterize the SPT plume and its interactio
with the spacecraft. The results of our model will be co
pared to these measurements.

The plasma jet model is described in Sec. II. Compa
sons between this model and a more complicated di
simulation Monte Carlo~DSMC! method are presented i
Sec. III. Comparisons with experimental results in t
French testing facility PIVOINE are described in Sec. I
The consequences of the model assumptions are discuss
Sec. V.

II. PLUME MODEL

In this model the electrons are described as a fluid,
suming a Boltzmann law for the electron density with a co
stant electron temperature~typically 2–4 eV! while the ions
are described with a particle-in-cell Monte Carlo-collisio
~PIC-MCC! method. The electric field can be deduced from
self-consistent solution of Poisson’s equation or assum
quasineutrality. In the model of Van Gilder, Boyd, an
Keidar8 a direct Monte Carlo simulation~DSMC! method is
used to treat collisions, i.e., the ions and neutral atoms
followed simultaneously. In a DSMC method the influen
of ion-neutral collisions on the velocity distribution of neu
tral atoms it taken into account self consistently. In our sim
lation, the collisions are treated with a classical Monte Ca
1 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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~MCC! method. The neutral atoms expansion is first sim
lated with a MCC simulation, assuming a given velocity d
tribution of the atoms in the exhaust plane. Due to the div
gence of the flow, the neutral atom density decreases qui
away from the thruster. Far from the thruster, the neu
atom density averaged over a sphere of radiusR must be
proportional to 1/R2 and to a constant coefficient dependi
on the angular distribution at exhaust. Under the conditi
used in this article, this average neutral density drops by
to three orders of magnitude in the simulation domain~di-
mension on the order of 1 m! when the background pressu
is zero.

Knowing the neutral atom density, we run the PIC-MC
simulation of the plume without changing the neutral ato
density. We therefore neglect the effects of the Xe1–Xe and
Xe11–Xe collisions on the neutral density distribution in th
plume. The collision frequency is supposed to depend o
on the ion velocity~typically 100 times larger than the neu
tral velocity!. Elastic and charge-exchange collisions b
tween neutral atoms and singly or doubly charged ions
considered. We can also optionally take into account ela
collisions between the xenon atoms emitted by the thru
and the xenon atoms corresponding to the residual pres
in the chamber of on-ground facilities. The residual gas d
sity gas is assumed constant at a given temperature~300 K!.
The different collisions cross sections are summarized
Ref. 9. Other collision processes like Coulomb collisions
negligible.10

The energy and angular distribution of the ions and n
tral atoms at the exhaust are supposed to be known and
used as input of the simulation. We use typically 100 000 a
macroparticles to simulate the singly and the doubly char
ions, and 50 000 macroparticles for the atoms. The com
tational domain is cylindrical, and is 1 m in theaxial direc-
tion and 50 cm in the radial direction~see Fig. 1!. A fixed
number of macroparticles is introduced at the exhaust at e
time step of the simulation. Particles reaching the bounda
of the domain are eliminated. The computational time is l
than 1 h on a 1 GHz PC to obtain a stationary solution~no
attempt has been made to optimize the computation time!.

After each integration time step for ion transport, Po
son’s equation

DV52
e

«0
~ni2ne! ~1!

is solved, assuming that the electron density follows a B
zmann distribution with constant temperatureTe

ne~x,r !5n0expFe@V~x,r !2V0#

kBTe
G . ~2!

The ion density at each time step,ni , is deduced from
the Monte Carlo simulation of ion transport.n0 and V0 are
reference electron density and plasma potential, and are
fined in the exhaust plane. The boundary conditions for P
son’s equation are such that the electric field perpendicula
the boundaries of the simulation domain is zero. The pot
tial is supposed to be zero on the thruster surface, an
equal toV0 in the exhaust plane~V0 is set to zero in the
calculations below!. The electron density in the exhau
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planen0 is equal to the ion densityni . In order to ensure
convergence at large time steps~on the order of the Courant–
Friedricks–Lewey~CFL! time step for ion transport!, the
electron density in Poisson’s equation is linearized.

A simpler approach, based on the quasineutrality
sumption is also possible. In that case, Poisson’s equatio
no longer solved, and the potential distribution is simply d
duced from the Boltzmann distribution above, assuming t
the electron density is equal to the ion density deduced fr
ion transport. This simpler approach is valid provided th
the electron Debye length at any point of the simulation d
main is very small compared with the dimensions of t
domain. We will briefly discuss below the validity of thi
assumption for our conditions.

In this article, we assume~as in Ref. 11! that the ion flux
velocity distribution function in the exhaust plane is of th
form

f~r ,vW !5AvxexpF2
M

2kBTi
~vx2vx!

2G
3expF2

M

2kBTi
~vy2vy!2GexpF2

M

2kBTi
vz

2G ,
~3!

where vx5v0cos@u(r)# and vy5v0sin@u(r)#. M is the ion
mass, andkB is Boltzmann’s constant.

The constantA is adjusted so that the total ion current
the exhaust plane is equal to a given value. The ion den
ni in the exhaust plane is assumed radially constant~and is
related toA and equal ton0! as in the model of VanGilder
Boyd, and Keidar,8 Oh et al.,12 Qarnain and
Martinez-Sanchez13 assume a radial variation of the ion de

FIG. 1. simulation domain and definition of velocity vector and angle
injection in the thruster exhaust plane. Only the region outside the thru
channel~plume or plasma jet! is simulated in the present article. The ener
and angular distribution of ions ejected from the channel are input par
eters of the plume model.
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sity according to measurements of ion current density o
SPT-70.14 The reliability of the experimental data is howev
questionable since they are deduced from intrusive pr
measurements performed a few millimeters after the exh
plane. The thruster operations and the plume properties
likely to be affected by the measurements. Due to the lac
data, some of the published results assume that the ion
rent distribution measured in a given thruster~e.g., SPT-70!
can be extrapolated to another device~SPT-100!. This is also
questionable because of the sensitivity of the thruster p
erties to the specific geometry and magnetic-field configu
tion. Since we do not have reliable data concerning the
energy distribution in the exhaust plane in our thruster,
will test several assumptions on these distributions@based on
Eq. ~3!#. We will also discuss the sensitivity of these assum
tions on the results.

The velocity v0 is a given constant andu(r ), in our
model, is a given function of the radial positionr in the
exhaust plane. The assumed ion distribution in the exh
plane is a displaced Maxwellian with temperatureTi and

mean ion velocityvW̄ ~modulusv0, angleu with respect to the
thruster axis,u depending on the radial position—see Fig.
for notations!. Only the angle between the mean ion veloc
and the thruster axis is supposed to depend on the ra
position in the exhaust plane. This is a simple way to
scribe the possible divergence of the ion beam emitted by
thruster.Ti describes the dispersion of the ion-beam ene
Since the directed energy of the ion beam is much larger t
its thermal velocity,Ti was taken to be a few electron vol
while 1

2Mv0
2 was on the order of the thruster voltage. Seve

forms of the functionu(r ) have been tested~see results be
low!. The same analytical form@Eq. ~3!# is used for neutral
atoms, withTi andv0 replaced by the atom temperatureTa

and the atom-directed velocity in the thruster,v0a . The neu-
tral atom density in the exhaust plane is assumed to be r
ally uniform and is deduced from the known xenon ma
flow rate and ion current at exhaust by imposing the co
nuity relation

I a,anode5I a,exhaust1I i ,exhaust, ~4!

where I a,anodeand I a,exhaustare the equivalent atom curren
~flow rate multiplied by elementary charge! at anode and
exhaust, andI i ,exhaustis the ion current at exhaust~this rela-
tion must be modified in a straightforward manner wh
doubly charged ions are present!. This relation assumes tha
one ion is ejected from the thruster for each ionized ato
and therefore neglects the ion current to the walls with
spect to the total ion current. Note finally that the assumpt
of a radially uniform atom density in the exhaust plane
probably not realistic because ionization is not radially u
form in the channel, near the exhaust region.

III. RESULTS AND COMPARISONS WITH A DSMC
METHOD

In this section, we compare the PIC-MCC method us
in our model with the DSMC method of Ref. 8. We also gi
a typical cartography of the ion density in the plasma jet
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The thruster is schematically represented by the re
angle defined by the axial and radial positionsx510 cm and
r 510 cm. The exhaust, i.e., the end of the thruster chan
is located on a ring of radii 3 and 5 cm atx510 cm.V0 is set
to 0 V. Typical operating conditions are: discharge current
4.5 A; applied voltage of 300 V; and xenon mass flow rate
the anode, 5 mg/s. The ion current was assumed to be 3
i.e., 73% of the total current in the exhaust plane. With t
assumption, and for an atom temperatureTa of 500 K at
exhaust~v0a;280 m/s!, the neutral atom density in the ex
haust plane is 2.0 1012 cm23. The residual pressure is sup
posed to be zero. In these conditions the calculated a
density decreases from 2.0 1012 cm23 in the exhaust plane to
1.0 1010 cm23 at the end of the simulation domain, on th
thruster axis~i.e., 90 cm from the exhaust plane!. The ion
temperatureTi and the modulus of the mean ion velocityv0

are, respectively, 4 eV and 1.7 104 m/s.
For this comparison, we assume a linear variation of

angleu as a function of the radial positionr ~same distribu-
tions for ejected ions and neutral atoms!

u~r !52um~r 2 r̄ !/~r out2r in!, ~5!

where r̄ 5 1
2(r out1r in) is defined as the radial position at th

middle of the channel,r out andr in are, respectively, the radia
positions of the outer and inner cylinders. The value ofum is
10° as in Ref. 8.

We also assume that the ion beam is composed onl
singly charged ions and only charge-exchange collisions
tween ions and atoms ejected from the thruster are taken
account in the case shown here. The electron temperatu
4 eV ~probably an upper limit of the electron energy in th
plume, but the aim of this section is only to compare the t
methods!.

We see in Fig. 2 that the agreement between PIC-M
and DSMC models is rather good. The plasma density at

FIG. 2. Electric potential and Xe1 density-comparisons between PIC-MC
and DSMC models. Conditions: zero background pressure, applied vo
300 V, ion courant 3.3 A, and xenon mass flow rate 5 mg/s. The flux dis
bution of the ions ejected from the channel is a displaced Maxwellian w
temperatureTi54 eV and mean velocityv051.73104 m/s. The angle be-
tween the mean velocity and the thruster axis is a linear function of
radial position of the ejected ion. The flux distribution of the neutral ato
ejected from the thruster is also a displaced Maxwellian with tempera
Ta5500 K, and velocityv0a5280 m/s~same angular distribution!. Electron
temperature is constant and equal to 4 eV.
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exhaust is 3.0 1011 cm23. At small angles with respect to th
axis, the ion density decreases as expected for a jet ex
sion. At larger angles, we see that the ion density profile
a local maximum. This structure in the ion density distrib
tion is due to charge-exchange collisions between xenon
and neutral atoms ejected from the thruster. The ions res
ing from charge-exchange collisions have low energy a
therefore follow the field lines towards lower potential r
gions. Since the potential is maximum near the exha
where the ion density is maximum, it is clear that some
the scattered ions going down the potential will move ba
toward the satellite.

Note finally that when quasineutrality is assumed, var
tions of plasma properties~not shown! are very similar to
those obtained when Poisson’s equation is solved. The m
drawback with this method is the statistical noise. In regio
where the number of macroparticles is low~in the zone
above the SPT body!, fluctuations in the number of macro
particles can induce statistical fluctuations in the calculat
of the electric potential using quasineutrality.15

We conclude from this comparison that the accuracy
the PIC-MCC method is relatively good in the conditions
the SPT plume. As will be seen below, the accuracy of
model is limited by the uncertainties in the ion and neut
atom distributions in the exhaust plane, which lead to mu
larger errors than the errors introduced by the PIC-M
method with respect to the more accurate DSMC metho

IV. COMPARISONS WITH MEASUREMENTS IN THE
PIVOINE FACILITY

We have compared results obtained with the PIC-M
model to measurements16 performed with a retarding poten
tial analyzer~RPA! and electrical probes in the SPT100 M
in nominal conditions. The tank background pressure of
PIVOINE facility is 2.5 m Pa~2.1025 Torr! and supposed to
be uniform. The electron temperature is set to 2 eV in
calculations. This value is based on probe measuremen
the electron temperature in the far field.16 The values of tem-
perature and velocity for atom and singly ions are the sa
as for the previous part. We now take into account dou
charged ions, assuming that the current of Xe11 represents
12% of the total ion current.17 The modulus of the mean
velocity of the doubly injected ions is supposed to beA2v0,
their temperature is the same than that of Xe1 ~4 eV!. We
now assume that the angular distribution of ejected parti
follows the analytical formula:

r> r̄u~r !5um

12expF r 2 r̄

d
G2

12expF r out2r in

2d G2 , ~6!

r , r̄ u~r !52u~2r̄ 2r !.

The notations are the same as in Eq.~5!. um and d are
adjusted to obtain a qualitative agreement between calc
tions and the ion current-density measurements.18 In this sec-
tion, um and d are, respectively, 45° and 0.25. The xen
mass flow rate is 5 mg/s and the ion current 3.6 A. T
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neutral density of nonionized atoms is typically 2
1012 cm23 at the exhaust plane and the atom density in
facility for a back pressure of 2.5 m Pa is 6.0 1011 cm23 at
300 K. In this range of back pressure, in the region 10
downstream from the exhaust of the SPT, the atom den
consists of neutral atoms ejected from the thruster. In the
of the domain, the atom density is completely controlled
the ambient back pressure of neutrals.

We have compared the electron density in the plu
obtained with electrical probes with results from the simu
tion. Figure 3 gives the variation of the electron density a
function of axial position for two radial positions from th
measurements and calculations. Experiment and model
a similar profile of the axial plasma density along the sy
metry axis (r 50) although the slope of the measured dens
is larger than in the calculations. The calculated density
r560 mm is almost two times larger than the measured d
sity. This discrepancy could be due to the approximations
the model~constant electron temperature, neglect of the
fect of the magnetic field in the exhaust region, and ion d
tribution at exhaust!.

We also compared the model predictions and experim
tal results obtained with the RPA. The analyzer was po
tioned at different radial and axial positions in the plum
The zero radial position corresponds to the thruster axis,
the zero axial position is fixed at the exit plane of the SP
Results of the calculated ion energy distribution functions
compared with experiments in Fig. 4 at an axial position
421 mm. Note that the energy distribution given by the R
gives the energy per charge of the ion. Differences betw
single and double charged ions are not detected by the R
and the peak of doubly charged ions is thus mixed with
peak of single-charge ions. Results from both experim
and model give a peak value of the energy distribution for
ion energy of 250 eV. The agreement between measurem
and calculations is good in the energy range around the p
differences appear in the tail of the distribution at low a
high energy. One of the reasons for this discrepancy is
doubtedly related to the assumptions on the ion distribut
function in the exhaust plane. The population of low-ene
ions is significantly larger in the model results. These io

FIG. 3. Axial variations of the plasma density in the plume along the sy
metry axis and 60 mm from the thruster axis: comparisons between sim
tion and experiments in the PIVOINE facility. Electron temperature is c
stant and equal to 2 eV.
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are created by charge-exchange collisions between fast
ejected from the thruster and neutral atoms~ejected from the
thruster or due to the background pressure in the chamb!.
The RPA is well adapted to collect ions of directed veloc
parallel to the axis of the analyzer. The velocity of ions c
ated by charge-exchange collisions has a non-neglig
component normal to the RPA axis. The collection of all
the low-energy ions is therefore difficult with the RPA.

These comparisons show that the model has a good
tential for predicting the plume properties. Before perfor
ing systematic comparisons, it is however useful to be
understand how sensitive the model results are to the
sumptions~mainly those related to the ion energy and ang
lar distribution in the exhaust plane!. This is the purpose o
the next section.

FIG. 4. Ion energy distribution calculated and measured in the PIVO
facility at two positions in the plume~421 mm from the exhaust plane, o
the thruster axis, and at a radial position 121 mm from the axis!. Same
conditions as Fig. 3.

FIG. 5. Three different profiles of the angle of injection used in the sim
lations.
ns
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V. DISCUSSION ON THE MODEL ASSUMPTIONS AND
INPUT PARAMETERS

In this section, we discuss the sensitivity of the results
the assumptions of the model. The ion distribution in t
exhaust region is supposed to be a displaced Maxwel
@Eq. ~3!# and we study the influence of some of the para
eters characterizing this distribution@angular distribution,
u(r ), ion temperature,Ti#. We also discuss the influence o
the background pressure and of the electron temperature

A. Angular distribution of ejected particles

The calculated ion current density is, as expect
strongly affected by the assumed angular distribution
ejected heavy particlesu(r ).

Figure 5 shows three different profiles ofu(r ) for which
we performed the plume calculations. These profiles co
spond to the distribution of Eq.~6!, with a maximum ejection
angleum equal to 45°, but with different values ford. The

E

-

FIG. 6. Contours of constant ion current densityJ0 for different angular
distributions of the ejected particles~see Fig. 5!. The background pressure i
3.3 m Pa. Same conditions as Fig. 3.
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background pressure is now 3.3 m Pa. All the other par
eters are the same as in the previous section.

The calculated spatial distribution of the ion current de
sity for cases 1, 2, and 3 are plotted in Fig. 6. We see that
qualitative aspect of the plume is very different for ea
case. The peak current density around the axis in a re
extending to 15 cm downstream the exhaust plane is m
more pronounced in case 3, corresponding to a more di
gent beam. Note that similar behavior has been obtained
VanGilder, Boyd, and Keidar, changing the maximum div
gence angle of injection of particles.8

From these calculations we can deduce the current d
sity distributionJ0(R,a) on a sphere of radiusR and cen-
tered on the symmetry axis in the exhaust plane, and
function of the anglea defined in Fig. 7. Most experimen
talists use this representation of the current-density distr
tion. Here, we use a slightly different representation wh
we plot the same current density multiplied by sina, i.e.,
J1(R, a)5sinaJ0(R,a). J1 is proportional to the currentdI1

collected along a ring between (R,a) and (R,a1da) on the
sphere of radius R and defined by: dI1

52pR2J0(R, a)sinada. In this representation the diverge
~largea! ions are more visible.

The calculated current-density distributionJ1 at R560
cm is represented in Fig. 7 for cases 1, 2, and 3~for a less
than 40°!. The current density measured by Manzella a
Sankovic,19 is represented on the same figure for compa
son. The ion current density was measured by Manzella
Sankovic using a rotating probe for different SPT prototyp
and for various background pressure in nominal conditi
~applied voltage of 300 V and a discharge current of 4.5!.
The experimental measurements reproduced in Fig. 7 co
spond to a SPT-100 manufactured by Fakel and a ba
ground pressure of 3.3 mPa. We see in Fig. 7 that the
agreement between the simulations and the measuremen
Manzella and Sankovic fora less than 40° obtained for cas
3.

FIG. 7. Influence of the angular distribution on the ion current density fo
background pressure of 3.3 m Pa. Calculations are compared with th
perimental results of Manzella and Sankovic~see Ref. 19! for a radial po-
sition R of 60 cm. Same conditions as Fig. 3.
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B. Effect of background pressure and other
parameters

It is interesting to study the influence of the backgrou
pressure on the ion current-density distributionJ1. Figures
8~a! and 8~b! show the ion current densityJ1 at R530 cm, as
a function ofa, for a between 0° and 90°, and for cases
and 1, respectively. The current density is plotted for a ba
ground pressure of 3.3 m Pa, for a zero background pres
~‘‘vacuum’’ !, and assuming no ion-neutral collisions~i.e.,
with zero background pressureandneglecting collisions with
neutral atoms ejected from the thruster!. It is very instructive
to see that up toa550°, there is practically no differenc
between the three cases~3.3 m Pa, zero background pressu
and no collisions!. Similar conclusions using the PIC-DSMC
model have been obtained and reported by Boyd9 ~the back-
ground pressure was 2 m Pa in Ref. 9!. This is because for
these relatively low angles the ion beam is mainly compo
of energetic ions coming from the exhaust plane. For sm
enough angles, the ion beam is practically not perturbed
the collisions or by the potential distribution in the plum
~the beam energy is large with respect to the potential va
tions inside the plume!. The measured current fora less than
40° or 50°@this limit depends onu(r )# is therefore directly
related to the ion current distribution in the exhaust pla
For larger values of the anglea, the measured current distr
bution becomes much more sensitive to collisions. It is cl

a
x-

FIG. 8. ~a! Ion current-density distributionJ1 (5J0sina) as a function
anglea, for the angular distribution of case 3~Fig. 6!. The radial positionR
is 30 cm. Same conditions as Fig. 3.~b! Ion current-density distribution
J1 (5J0sina) as a function anglea, for the angular distribution of case 1
~Fig. 6!. The radial positionR is 30 cm. Same conditions as Fig. 3.
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from Fig. 8 that, with the assumed form of the angular d
tribution u(r ) in the exhaust plane, the ion current measu
at angles larger than 50° only corresponds to low-energy
created by charge-exchange collisions in the plume~when no
ion-neutral collisions are taken into account, the ion curr
for a larger than 60° quickly goes to zero!. For a background
pressure of 3.3 m Pa, typical of the PIVOINE facility, the io
current at large angles is entirely controlled by char
exchange collisions between the ejected ions and the ne
atoms from the residual background pressure@the ion current
density fora larger than 60° is one order of magnitude larg
in the 3.3 m Pa case than in the 0 m Pa~‘‘vacuum’’ ! case#.

It also appears in Fig. 8~a! that the ion current density i
essentially not sensitive to the electron and ion temperat
in the ranges 2–4 and 4–10 eV, respectively. This is beca
the generation of low-energy ions through charge-excha
collisions is not very sensitive to these parameters. Howe
the calculations show, as in Ref. 8, that the ion energy flu
sensitive to the electron temperature~since the potential drop
in the plume is directly proportional to the electron tempe
ture, the energy gained by the charge-exchange ions is
ply related to the electron temperature!.

C. Backscattered ions

One of the issues of plume simulations is the estimat
of the flux and energy flux of the ions that may be backsc
tered toward the satellite and cause damage to sensitive
such as the solar panels. We have therefore calculated
backscattered ion current density through the plane per
dicular to the thruster axis and containing the channel
haust@exhaust plane, see Fig. 9~a!#.

Figure 9~a! shows the calculated backscattered ion c
rent density for case 1 and case 3 with a background pres
of 3.3 m Pa while Fig. 9~b! shows the same currents in th
case of vacuum~zero background pressure!. We see@Fig.
9~a!# that the backscattered ion current densities for cas
and case 3 are very similar for a background pressure of
m Pa. This is consistent with the results above forJ1(R,a).
The backscattered ion flux in that case is the result of cha
exchange collisions between beam ions and background
oms due to the residual pressure in the chamber. These
lisions somewhat erase the ‘‘memory’’ of the angu
distribution of ions ejected from the channel. In real con
tions in space, the residual pressure is almost zero and
calculated backscattered ion current density is much m
sensitive to the details of the initial angular distribution
the ions and atoms ejected from the thruster, as can be
in Fig. 9~b!. The backscattered ion current density is mu
larger for the more divergent ion beam~case 1! than for the
other case~case 3!. Note also the much larger value of th
backscattered ion current density for 3.3 m Pa@compare the
units in Figs. 9~a! and 9~b!#.

Other calculations withand without backpressure~not
shown here! also indicate that the backscattered ion curr
densities are not sensitive to the ion-beam temperature,Ti ,
and electron temperature in the plume,Te , in the ranges
4–10 and 2–4 eV, respectively.
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VI. CONCLUSION

The conclusions of the present article can be summ
rized as follows:

~1! The results of the PIC-MCC model~which neglects
the influence of collisions on the neutral atom velocity d
tribution in the plume! for the SPT plume are in good agre
ment with the predictions of the more accurate but m
time-consuming DSMC model.

~2! The results of the simulations are very sensitive
the assumed distribution of ions~and neutral atoms! ejected
from the thruster. The angular distribution of these ions
especially important. The beam current density for small
vergence angles is simply related to the current density of
ions ejected from the thruster. It should therefore be poss
to deduce the current density in the exhaust plane, of i
ejected with angles less than 40° from measurements of
angular distribution of the ion current density in the plum

~3! It is very difficult to extract useful information on th
ion current distribution at large divergence angles from
periments performed in an on-ground facility where t
background pressure is on the order of a few m Pa. In
pressure range, the ion current distribution at large ang
and the backscattered ion current density are completely
trolled by charge-exchange collisions between beam ions
neutral background atoms. Under vacuum conditions,

FIG. 9. ~a! Current density of backscattered ions as a function of rad
position along the exhaust plane for 3.3 m Pa background pressure an
two angular distributions. Same conditions as Fig. 3.~b! Current density of
backscattered ions as a function of radial position along the exhaust p
for a zero background pressure and for two angular distributions. S
conditions as Fig. 3.
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backscattered ion current density is strongly dependen
the distributions of ions and atoms ejected from the chan
Measurements under flight conditions using probes at la
divergence angles on STENTOR7 will be useful to provide
necessary data to compare calculations and experimenta
sults. These measurements will help to validate the ini
distribution of the heavy particles in flight conditions.

~4! Parameters such as the electron temperature in
plume and the temperature of the ejected ions modera
influence the ion current-density distribution in the plum
~when they are varied within a reasonable range!. However,
the distribution of electric potential and plasma density in
plume, as well as the ion energy flux distributions are ob
ously dependent on the electron temperature.

The simulations performed in this article neglect the pot
tial drop between the channel exhaust and the cathode
side the channel. Also, a possible increase of electric po
tial between the cathode region and the plume was
considered. If the magnetic field is not small in the catho
region, such a potential increase may be necessary to ex
the electrons that are needed for neutralizing the ion bea
the plume.20 Finally, ionization outside the channel is po
sible and may be a non-negligible~compared with charge
exchange collisions! source of low-energy ions the plum
near field. All these issues do not alter the conclusion abo
However, proper answers to these questions are nee
These issues must be addressed with the help of 2D mo
of the thruster including the channel and the near-fi
plume.21,22
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